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This invention relates to display devices of the 
type in which signs, posters, and similar panels 
are mounted in frames and the frames are hung, 
supported by stands, or otherwise displayed. It 
is one of the principal objects of the invention 
to provide a generally improved, simpli?ed, and 
more useful display device of the character men 
tioned having parts of substantially uniform sec 
tion susceptible of economical mass production. 
Another object is to provide, in ‘combination, 

a frame construction adapted for facile removal 
and interchange of panels and an upright stand 
for supporting the panel frame at different 
heights. As a particular phase of this aspect 
of the invention there is provided an inter?tting 
sliding connection between panel frame and up 
right preventing lateral separation of the parts. 
There is also provided, in combination with the 
inter?tting sliding connection between the frame 
and the upright, movable detent means for inter 
locking the parts in different positions of ad 
justment. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

an improved panel frame construction which in 
corporates groove means and panel spacer means 
for individually receiving the edges of display 
panels and supporting the panels in spaced apart 
back to back relation. More speci?cally the in 
vention provides panel frame memberswhich 
have a plurality of spaced parallel grooves and 
have panel separating ribs between the grooves. 
Removable retaining strips for holding panels 
assembled in the frames are a still further re— 
?nement. 
A further feature is a panel frame member 

of substantially uniform section along its length 
having an upstanding panel separating rib in 
combination with panel retaining strips remov 
ably received in grooves formed in the frame 
member adjacent the rib, clamping means, 
mounted on the frame member, engaging the 
retaining strips to hold the latter in the grooves. 
As a further object, the invention contemplates 

the provision of panel retaining frame members 
incorporating panel spacing ribs which serve as 
stops for engagement with the sides of panels 
adjacent the edges of the latter to, locate the 
panels in predetermined relation to the grooves. 
when initially placing the panels in the frame. 
A still further object of the invention is to 

provide, in combination with a display panel and’ 
a supporting upright, an improved base, the up 
right being recessed into a lateral side face of 
the base and the base and upright having mu 
tually inter?tting locating formations. 
Other objects and advantages are apparent in 
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2 
the following detailed description of a preferred 
embodiment of the invention. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is an elevational view of a display 

device incorporating a panel frame disposed with 
its long dimension vertical and adj ustably mount 
ed on spaced parallel uprights, the bottom ends 
of the uprights being secured to individual base 
members; 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary elevational detail of 
the base, taken substantially on the line indi 
cated at 2—2 of Fig. 1 and enlarged with respect 
to that ?gure; 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary sectional detail, with 
parts broken away and removed, taken substan 
tially along the line indicated at 3-3 of Fig. 2 
and enlarged with respect to that ?gure; 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary elevational detail show 
ing the construction of the display assembly of 
Fig. 1 in the region of one of the lower corners 
of the panel frame, this view being on an en 
larged scale with respect to Fig. 1; 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary elevational view show 
ing the panel frame of Fig. 1 rotated approxi 
mately 90° and supported on the uprights with 
its long dimension disposed horizontally; 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary elevational view, fore 
shortened and with parts broken away and re 
moved, showing one end of the display panel 
frame and supporting upright of Fig. 5; 

Fig. 7 is an end elevational view, foreshort 
ened and with parts broken away and removed, 
of the parts shown in Fig. 6; 

Fig. 8 is a sectional detail taken substantially 
on the line indicated at 8—8 of Fig. 6; 

Fig. 9 is a sectional detail taken substantially 
on the line indicated at 9-9 of Fig. 6; 

Fig. 10 is an elevational detail with parts broken 
away and removed showing the lower end of one 
of the side members of Fig. 6; 

Fig. 11 is an end view of the frame member 
of Fig. 10; 

Fig. 12 is an elevational partly diagrammatic 
detail with parts broken away and removed 
showing one end of the bottom frame member 
of Fig. 6; and 

Fig. 13 is an end view of the frame member of 
Fig. 12. 
The display device of the present invention 

comprises a display panel A supported by a pair 
of spaced generally parallel uprights B. The lower 
ends of the uprights are secured to separate bases 
0. The display panel A has a frame of rectan 
gular form composed of members which, for pur-. 
poses of identi?cation, are referred to as top and. 
bottom members | and side members 2. The top 
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and bottom members are of the same form and 
construction and the side members 2 are also 
alike. Thus the display panel may be turned 
over, reversed, or rotated to different positions 
as desired. 
The uprights or support members B are of uni 

form and generally rectangular section along 
their lengths and are formed with longitudinally 
extending T-slots 3 which have relatively narrow‘ 
openings 4 through the wider side faces of the 
uprights. The frame members I and 2 are all 
formed with integral T-sectioned ribs 5 which 
are receivable in the upright T-slots 3 for sliding 
engagement therein (Fig. 8). The .T-slots 3 open 
through the top ends of the uprights B, permit 
ting the T-section'ribs or ?anges 5 of the frame 

I members to be withdrawn or slid out longitudii ' 
nally for turning, inverting, or reversing of the 
display. For example, Fig. 1 shows the display 
arranged with the long dimension of the frame 
disposed vertically, the T-section ?anges 5 of the 
frame members 2 being received and supported 
in the T-slots 3 of the uprights B. As an op 
tional alternate arrangement, the display may be 
arranged as shown in Fig. 5 in which the long 
dimension of the panel frame is disposed horizon 
tally and the T-?anges 5 of the frame members 
I are received and supported in the T-slots 3 of 
the uprights. ' 

The lower ends of the uprights B may be con 
ventionally secured to the bases C although the 
improved construction illustrated is preferred. 
The base G, forged or cast of a suitable metal 
such as aluminum, is formed with a recess 8 in 
one side face ‘I. The recess has substantially the 
same width as the upright B so that one side of 
the lower end of the upright may be set into the 
base as shown in Fig. 3. An integral rib 3 is 
formed on the bottom of the base recess to ex 
tend through slot 4 into the T-section groove 3 
of the upright. .Thus a strong, rigid connection 
is provided. 'The'rib 8 prevents twisting of the 
upright relative to the base and reinforces the‘ 
upright against deformation. Fasteners com 
prising internally threaded ’sleeves 9 which re 
ceive externally threaded rods or bolts If], each 
having a head ll, extend through aligned open 
ings in the bases and uprights to hold the parts in 
assembled relation and to retain the uprights in 
the base. recesses 6. . a 

The bases 0 are elongated and relatively nar 
row, being several times greater in depth or 
height than in thickness, and are disposed in 
spaced generally parallel relation to one another 
at the lower ends of the spaced uprights B. De 
pending feet |5 on the ends of the bases 0 make 
contact with the supporting surface on which the 
display devices are arranged to hold the main or 
body portions of thebases elevated above the 
supporting surface, thereby providing clearances 
I 6 for irregularities and minor obstructions on 
the surface. .7 . ’ . . 

. By reason of the sliding engagement of the T 
section ?anges or ribs 5 of the frame members in 
the slots 3 of the uprights B, the display frames 
can be raised and lowered in the uprights to posi 
tion the frame at any desired elevation. To re 
tain and support the frame at the desired height 
retractable, detents engageable with the panel 
frame members are mounted in the uprights B. 

V _A suitableconstruction for the detents is illus 
tratedrin Figs. 6. through 8. The device comprises 
aniexternallythreaded tubular body l1, one end 
of which is threaded into an opening in the up 
right B. The otherend of the detent body is 
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preferably formed with a hex-nut head H] by 
means of which the detent can be screwed into 
place or removed for repair or replacement. A 
pin I9 extends axially through the tubular body 
I? into the T-slot 3 of the upright. This pin is 
guided in a small diameter. axial passage portion 
in the detent head [8. A'helical coil compres 
sion spring 20 is received about the pin 19 in a 
large diameter passage portion of the detent body 
and is compressed between the head portion N3 
of the detent and a circular collar 2| formed on 
the pin ‘[9. The collar 2| is smaller than the 
passage in the detent body, permitting the pin 
to be retracted into the body by a head 22 secured 
on the end of the pin externally of the detent 
body. . 

A series of vertically spaced holes or recesses 
24 are formed in the outer faces of each of the 
T-section ribs 5 for selectively receiving the ends 
of the detent pins [9 to lock the panel frame 
against longitudinal movement relative to the 
uprights. In adjusting the height of the display 
panel the pins l9 are manually retracted to re 
lease the panel frame members for vertical slid 
ing in the slots 3 of the uprights. The springs 
20 act to move the pins into the desired detent 
holes 24 when the panel is positioned at the de 
sired height and the detent heads 22 are released. 
The frame members I are each formed with a 

pair of spaced generally parallel grooves 25 
which open through the inner face of the frame 
member. These grooves are each of greater 
depth than width and are separated by a divid 
ing rib 21 integral with the frame member. The 
grooves 25 receive edges 26 of the display'panels 
D mounted in back to back relation. The divid» 
ing rib acts as a separator which spaces the dis 
play panels. Portions 28 of the frame member 
form the outer faces of the grooves 25. Desirably 
edge 29 of the dividing rib 21 projects beyond the 
edges of the outer walls 28 0f the grooves 25 and 
serves as a stop-to limit the movement of the 
edges 25 of the panels D when initially inserting 
the panels. The slots 25 are preferably tapered 
in depth, the taper being provided principally in 
the outer walls of the slots so that the panels D 
rest flatwise against the separating rib 21. 
Frame members '2 have body portions of gen 

erally rectangular section. A centrally disposed 
narrow rib 30 of greater height than width ex 
tends longitudinally along one of the Wider faces 
of each such frame member and serves as a stop 
or abutment for the side faces of the edges of 
the panels D. Spaced outwardly from these cen 
tral abutment ribs 30 are pairs of grooves 31 
disposed one on each side of the abutment rib. 
These grooves are spaced laterally from the abut 
ment rib providing recesses for receiving the 
edges of the panels, the recesses having shoulders 
32against which the edges ‘26 of the panels D 
are abutted. -.The edges of retaining strips 33 
are received in the grooves 3| and are clamped 
in place by locking screws 34 threaded ‘through 
the sides of the frame members 2 into the grooves 
3|. Knurled heads 35 are formedon the locking 
screws 34 so that the latter can be manually 
tightened or loosened as desired, in freeing the 
retaining strips 33 so that the latter can be re 
moved when it is desired to change or replace 
the display panels 13.. The strips 33, formed of 
light metal such as aluminum, are disposed flat 

' wise against the panels D to hold the latter 

75 

against the abutment ribs 30. 
At, the corners of the display panel the ends 

of the frame members i are abutted against the 
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inner faces of the frame members 2, the end 
portions of the abutment ribs 30 in the latter 
being ?rst cut away or removed as shown 1n 
Fig. 12 providing locating edges 36 for the divid 
ing ribs 29 of the frame members I. Flat headed 
screws 31, extending through and countersunk 
into suitable holes in the ends of the frame 
members 2, are threaded into the abutted ends 
of the frame members ! securing the parts to 
gether. The ends of the T-section ribs 5 on 
the frame members 2 are removed or cut away 
as indicated at 38 to facilitate the placement 
of the screws 31. 

If desired, the display panels may be removed 
from the uprights and suspended by cords or 
wires or hung on hooks. For such purpose, 
hangers 40 are attached to the frame members 
by screws 42 and are formed with eyes 4| to 
receive the hooks or wires. The hangers can 
be swung on the screws between extended posi 
tions, indicated by the broken lines of Fig. 6 
and retracted positions, indicated by the solid 
lines of the same ?gure. 

All of the panel frame members, base mem 
bers and the uprights B may be optionally formed 
of any one or combination of a number of suit 
able materials such as wood, plastic, and metal, 
depending upon the size of the display panel 
and the conditions under which it is to be used. 
Satisfactory results have been obtained by form 
ing the frame members and uprights of light 
metal such as aluminum. This material readily 
lends itself to forming into the desired long 
strips of uniform section employed herein, by 
conventional extrusion processes which are rapid 
and economical. Other methods of forming the 
uniform section members may also be used, how 
ever, such as rolling and shaping with rotary 
cutting tools. 
The principles of the present invention may 

be utilized in various ways, numerous modi?ca 
tions and alterations being contemplated, sub 
stitution of parts and changes in construction 
being resorted to as desired, it being understood 
that the embodiment shown in the drawings 
and described above is given merely for purposes 
of explanation and illustration without intend 
ing to limit the scope of the claims to the speci?c 
details disclosed. 
What we claim and desire to secure by Letters . 

Patent of the United States is: 
l. A device comprising an elongated member 

of substantially uniform section for use in a panel 
supporting frame of a display device, said mem 
ber having a pair of spaced parallel grooves 
formed in one face thereof, a rib on said member 
located between and parallel to the grooves for 
separating the edges of display panels mounted 
in the frame and against the rib, strips remov 
ably received in the grooves for overlying the 
marginal edges of mounted panels and retaining 
the latter in the frame, and adjustable screw 
means carried by the member for clamping the 
retaining strips in the grooves. 

2. A device comprising an elongated member 
of substantially uniform section for use in a 
panel supporting frame of a display device, said 
member having a pair of spaced parallel grooves 
formed in one face thereof, a rib on said mem 
ber located between and parallel to the grooves 
for separating the edges of display panels mount 
ed in the frame and against the rib, said rib 
being thinner than the space between the grooves 
providing abutment shoulders for the edges of 
mounted panels, strips removably received in 
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6 
the grooves for overlying the marginal edges of 
mounted panels and retaining the latter in the 
frame, and adjustable clamping means carried 
by the frame member and engageable with the 
strips within the grooves to hold the strips in 
place and to press the strips against mounted 
panels. 

3. In a display device, a panel having a frame 
member with a T section rib, an upright member 
having an elongated vertical T sectioned slot 
for receiving the rib for appreciable relative slid 
ing of the frame member vertically along the 
length of the upright member to provide for 
vertical adjustment of the panel on the upright, 
a base for supporting the upright, said base also 
having a rib receivable in the lower portion of 
the T slot of the upright, and means for retain 
ing the panel in adjusted position. 

4. In a display device, a panel having a frame 
member with a T section rib, an upright member 
having an elongated vertical T sectioned slot 
for receiving the rib for appreciable relative slid 
ing of the frame member vertically along the 
length of the upright member to provide for 
vertical adjustment of the panel on the upright, 
a base for supporting the upright, said base hav 
ing a recess in a lateral face for receiving the 
lower end of the upright in inter?tting relation, 
a rib on the base receivable in the lower portion 
‘of the T slot of the upright, and means for pre 
venting relative vertical movement of the upright 
and the base to retain the base and the upright 
in assembled relation. 

5. In a display device, a panel having an elon 
gated vertically disposed frame member with a 
T section rib extending substantially its entire 
length, an upright member generally paralleling 
the elongated frame member and having an elon 
gated vertical T slot for receiving the rib to pro 
vide for vertical adjustment of the panel on the 
upright, a base for supporting the upright, said 
base also having a rib receivable in the lower 
portion of the slot, and means for retaining the 
panel in adjusted position comprising a retract 
table detent carried by one member and a series 
of vertically spaced sockets in the other member 
for selectively receiving the detent. 

6. In a display device comprising a panel and 
an upright for supporting the panel, a base for 
the upright, the lower end of the upright being 
received to a depth less than its corresponding 
dimension in a lateral recess in one side face 
of the base, the upright and the base having 
mutually inter?tting formations, and removable 
fastening means extending through the upright 
and into the base for preventing vertical separa 
tion of the base and the upright. ‘ 

'7. In a display device, a panel holding frame 
comprising in combination a ?rst pair of spaced 
substantially parallel members having confront 
ing faces each formed with a pair of spaced 
parallel grooves for receiving the edges of panels 
mounted in the frame, a second pair of spaced 
substantially parallel frame members extending 
between and connecting the ?rst pair, and a'pair 
of spaced substantially parallel uprights each 
having inter?tting sliding engagement optionally 
with any of the frame members for supporting 
the frame selectively in different attitudes and 
in different positions of vertical adjustment, and 
means interlocking the frame and the uprights 
for retaining the panel in adjusted position. 

8. A display device comprising an upright 
member and a panel frame-supported on the 
‘upright, said frame having an elongated side‘ 
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memberinter?tting with the upright for rela-. 
tive sliding movement, the upright being formed 
with a longitudinally extending T slot opening 
through one face of the upright, the frame mem 
ber being disposed’ against said face and having 
a rib extending into the slot, said rib having 
a series of vertically spaced sockets therein, and 
a movable detent carried by the upright and 
normally extending into the interior of the T 
slot for engagement in a selected one of the 
rib sockets to hold the frame member and the 
upright in relative adjusted positions. 

9. A display device comprising an upright 
member and a panel frame supported onvthe 
upright, said frame having an elongated side 
member inter?tting with the upright for rela 
tive sliding movement, the upright being formed 
with a longitudinally extending T slot opening 
through one face of the upright, the frame mem 
ber being disposed against said face and having - 
a T section rib extending into the slot and inter 
locking the members against lateral separation, 
said rib having a series of vertically spaced, 
sockets therein, and a movable detent carried’ 
by the upright and normally extending into the 
interior of the T slot for engagement in a selected 
one of the rib sockets to hold the frame member 
and the upright in relative adjusted positions. 

10. In combination in a display device, a panel 
holding frame comprising a pair of elongated 
upright side members disposed in substantially 
parallel spaced relation, a pair of elongated top 
and bottom members disposed in substantially 
parallel spaced relation and extending between 
and connecting the side members, the members 
of one pair each being formed with spaced chan 
nels for receiving the edges of display panels, 
the members of the other pair each being formed 
with an upstanding rib providing panel receiving 
recesses on opposite sides of the rib and spaced 
thereby, the spacing of the channels and recesses 
being substantially the same, whereby rectangu 
lar panels are receivable in the frame in back 
to back spaced parallel relation, one pair of op-‘ 
posite edges of each received panel being receiv 
able in confronting channels of the one pair 
of members and the other pair of opposite edges 
of such panel being receivable against corre 
sponding sides of the upstanding ribs of the 
other members, for spacing of the panels by the 
ribs and retention of the panels by the channels. 

11. In combination in a display device, a panel 
holding frame comprising a pair of elongated 
upright side members disposed in substantially 
parallel spaced relation, a pair of elongated top . 
and bottom members disposed in substantially 

vparallel spaced relation and extending between 
and connecting the side members, the members 
of one pair each being formed with spaced chan 
nels for receiving the edges of display’ panels, 
the members of the other pair each being formed 
with an upstanding rib providing panel receiving 
recesses and locating shoulders for engaging 
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panel edges on opposite sides of the rib, the spac- ' 
ing of the channels and recesses being substan 
tially the same, whereby rectangular panels are 
receivable in the frame in back to back spaced 
parallel relation, one pair of opposite edges of 
each received panel being receivable in confront 
ing channels of the one pair of members and 
the other pair of opposite edges of such panel 
being receivable between confronting locating 
shoulders and against corresponding sides of the 
upstanding ribs of the othermembers, for locate 
ing and spacing of the panels by the ribs and. 
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shoulders and retention of the panelsby the. 
channels. ' v . 

12. In combination in a display device, a panel 
holding frame comprising a pair of elongated 
upright side members disposed in substantially 
parallel spaced relation, a pair of elongated top 
and bottom members disposed in substantially 
parallel spaced relation and extending between 
and connecting the side members, the members 
of one pair each being formed with spaced chan-‘ 
nels for receiving the edges of display panels, 
the members of the other pair each being formed 
with an upstanding rib and a pair of grooves 
one on each side of the rib and spaced from 
the rib to provide shoulders for engaging and 
locating panel edges, the distance between the 
channels being substantially equal to the thick-7 
ness of the ribs whereby panels received in the 
frame in back to back relation are spaced by. 
engagement of one pair of opposite margins 
thereof against the ribs of the frame members. 
and are held in the frame by retention of an-,. 
other pair of opposite margins thereof in the 
channels of the frame members, and strips re 
movably received in the grooves and disposed 
in overlying relation to the one pair of margins 
of each of the panels to retain such marginsv 
against the ribs. 

13. In combination in a display device, an up 
right standard, a panel holding frame compris 
ing a pair of elongated upright side members 
disposed in substantially parallel spaced rela''-. 
tion, a pair of elongated top and bottom meme, 
bers disposed in substantially parallel spaced, 
relation and extending between and connectingfv 
the side members, the members of one pair each. 
being formed with spaced channels for receiving 
the edges of display panels, the members of the 
other pair each being formed with an upstand-.. 
ing rib providing panel receiving recesses on 
opposite sides of the rib and spaced thereby,v 
the spacing of the channels and recesses beingv 
substantially the same, whereby rectangular. 
panels are receivable in the frame in back to" 
back spaced parallel relation, one pair of opposite, 

edges of each received panel being receivable confronting channels of the one pair of mem4 

bers and the other pair of opposite edges of such 
panel being receivable against corresponding 
sides of the upstanding ribs of the other mem 
bers, for spacing of the panels by the ribs and. 
retention of the panels by the channels, and‘ 
an inter?tting T slot and T groove connectionv 
between one of the frame members and the 
standard to permit sliding of the frame vertically. 
along the standard, the T connection extending 
substantially the entire length of the last men-, 
tioned frame member. 

ROBERT B. BISHOP. 
GLENN A. BISHOP. 
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